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The Harlem Renaissance (adapted from the Harlem Webquest carrollk12.org) the Harlem Renaissance marked a cultural period in the 1920s when African Americans celebrated their heritage through music, art, literature, politics, and social movements. First, watch a short video introduction about the Harlem Renaissance. then browse
the following website to answer questions: (Hint: Copy questions in MS Word and enter the answers.) 1. What is another name for the Harlem Renaissance? 2. What contributed to the beginning of this movement? 3. What were some common themes within the movement? 4. List at least 5 major authors, musicians or political leaders
associated with this movement. 5. Even after the movement had ended, what lasting impact did it have on future generations? Langston Hughes was a famous poet of the Harlem Renaissance. Like others, he developed themes that linked African-American heritage to the present. Website for this activity: STEP 1: Read the Negro speaks
of rivers for itself. Step 2: Press PLAY to hear Langston Hughes read his poem. Step 3: Answer the following questions in MS Word. 1. How old was Langston Hughes when he wrote this poem? 2. Which rivers mentions Langston Hughes and how do they connect the past with the present? 3. Think: How does the oral reading of a poem
by Langston Hughes affect his overall tone? During the Harlem Renaissance, jazz and blues music spread from New Orleans to Harlem and across the country. On this site, Ron Scott writes: This improvisational music, called jazz, is a unique sound painted with political and social consequences woven with black cultural threads. It is the
voice of ancestors who speak through these great musicians of the master and the younger generation. Step 1: Watch a brief video of Duke Ellington's biography. Famous Jazz Musician. STEP 2: View to answer the following questions in MS WORD. 1. Who are the three famous male and female jazz legends? 2. What themes of African-
American heritage resonate with the rhythms of jazz? 3. Think: In your opinion, why can a jazz museum be important for present and future generations? Step 1: Choose one of the following people or groups from the Harlem Renaissance for research as a subject. Duke Ellington Jelly Roll Morton Langston Hughes Louis Armstrong
Harlem Globetrotters Pigmeat Markham Wilt Chamberlain Ella Fitzgerald Step 2: Use the Internet to explore your topic and answer the following questions. (You can cut and paste these questions into MS WORD.) Where and when was a man born? or when and where was the group created? Describe early life Why was the theme or
group successful? Describe their family. List 3-5 major achievements. How has this theme changed the world or influenced the Harlem Renaissance? When and where did the man die? or when and where was the band at the time when it broke up? Step 3: Print the wheel of the biography. Step 4: Create a biography of the wheel about
your topic. Step 5: Make your biography wheel colorful. Biography_Wheel.bmp Biography_Wheel_Page_2.bmp Harlem Renaissance WebQuest Destinations: Using websites provided, answer questions for each section using full suggestions. Harlem Renaissance Historical Background Video Video If you have headphones, plug them in
and watch the video on this link. No answer is required. History: 1. What is the Harlem Renaissance? 2. Why do African Americans move north? 3. Who created the term New Negro? What did that mean? 4. List the names of at least three black authors: History: 5. What was the time period of the Harlem Renaissance? 6. Find at least
three more authors yet mentioned: Langston Hughes Biography: 7. What year was Langston Hughes born? In what year did he die? ________________ 8. What changes occurred in the Langston Hughes family as a child? 9. What works (genres) wrote Hughes? All this jazz music during the Harlem Renaissance, jazz and blues music
spread from New Orleans to Harlem and across the country. On this website, Ron Scott writes: This improvisational music called jazz is a unique sound, colored with political and social consequences, woven with black cultural threads. It is the voice of ancestors who speak through these great musicians of the master and the younger
generation. Watch a short video of Duke Ellington's biography. Famous jazz musician: 10. What year was Duke Ellington born? In what year did he die? ________________ 11. Like Duke when he started playing music? 12. List of 3 of his most popular songs. How did music and literature in Harlem help people tell the story and struggles
of African Americans? Americans? great migration and harlem renaissance webquest answers. the harlem renaissance and jazz webquest answers
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